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Abstract 
In the global era of the tremendous rise of information and communication technologies, a basic thesis 
is that leaders in science play a major role in creating and direct application of new knowledge in the 
social practice. The thorough study of different aspects accompanying the development of science 
leaders contributes to the understanding of the dynamics of the process of “producing” and applying 
knowledge.   

Despite the specifics of scientific activity, the ‘making’ of leaders in science abides the applicable 
legislative norms and the common moral and ethical rules, whose manifestation is being observed in 
the current social practice. In order to become a leader in science being a ‘great scientist’ is just not 
enough. “Great scientists”, for example, work directly for themselves and/or for a relatively limited group 
of colleagues of theirs, who are a gathered by the laws of science research team. This mode of work is 
only natural and it fits the social expectations for science development. This is, however, a two-way 
process for on the one hand the scientist leading the team is like a natural leader. On the other hand, 
the process of creation of a leader in science is a complex process comparable to the development of 
science itself. The result of this research shows that the process becomes even more complicated with 
the level of development of contemporary information civilization. It is namely the environment which 
turns out to be a basis for new social stratifications incompatible with the prevailing social norms and 
relations until now. 

The paper reviews and presents the differences in the notions of a “scientific leader” and a “leader in 
science” on the basis of directions of the research in different scientific spheres and their application in 
practice. Some of the leading scientific trends have been traced related to both the development of 
science globally as well as its national peculiarities, through the prism of leadership and leadership 
practices. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
The interest on the topic of leadership dates back to ancient times, but in fact, the researches in this 
area appeared much later, about a century ago. Among the famous names of scientists and researchers 
of this area are those of Max Weber, Ralph Stogdill, Edwin Giesley, Noel Ticchi and Mary Devan, James 
Coeses, Barry Posner and others. They carry out various studies on different aspects of leadership. Of 
course, we should consider that each author has a specific scientific style and applies various theoretical 
approaches to their research. That is why there are open sources available on this topic. For this reason, 
one of the most significant achievements in the formulation of modern leadership theories is "the 
discovery that there are no universal leadership qualities and effective leadership styles," [9] but rather 
they depend on the factors and conditions in which leadership is unfolding. 

In this connection the University of Library Studies and Information Technologies, Sofia, Bulgaria is 
currently managing a research project entitled "A Conceptual Model for Creating Trust and Leadership 
Position Based on Image in a University Information Environment", which was developed to illustrate 
how leadership positions play a major role in the process of generating trust in the university 
environment. This process cannot be accomplished without the active participation of scientific leaders, 
because they are key factors in generating new knowledge and their application to people's lives. The 
result so far shows that the process becomes even more complicated with the level of development of 
contemporary information civilization due to the fact that the environment turns out to be a basis for new 
social stratifications incompatible with the prevailing social norms and relations. 
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2 METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 
The human’s development as part of society depends on their ability to communicate. Established 
relationships and contacts with the outside world are quite often crucial and decisive for the personal 
growth and professional career. Most often it is the leaders or people who, thanks to their personal 
qualities and skills, manage to attract their colleagues and associates to a given cause. They follow a 
certain algorithm of behavioral rules that help them achieve optimal social contact and efficiency in 
solving problems and tasks directly related to their professional lives. 

The study of the project includes clarifying the important questions about: what is a leader, who are the 
scientific leaders, the main leadership styles and their role in the process of generating new knowledge 
about humankind and building a knowledge society. In the process of this research following approaches 
and different methods have been applied: analysis of existing hypotheses and theories of leadership, 
gathering and processing of information directly related to leadership styles. The private method “case 
studies” was useful in determining the role of the scientific leaders in the contemporary knowledge 
society. 

2.1 Who is the Leader? 
In US scientific literature, the term "leader" is often defined as the officially established or appointed 
senior manager who is a formal leader. Besides him, there is also an informal leader - "one of the 
colleagues" who other members believe and trust, despite the fact that they do not occupy a 
hierarchically defined managerial position. 

According to British management specialist Gerald Cole, there are different types of leaders. He defines 
5 of them as "the most significant" [5]: 

• the Charismatic leader – who influences others mainly through their personality, through the 
qualities they possess. 

• the Traditional leader - a leader of royal origin. 

• the Situational leader - a temporary leader who appears at the right time and in the right place. 
• the Appointed leader - whose influence arises out of the power of the position in the hierarchy. 

• the Functional leader - who secures their leadership position in the process of work, by what they 
do. 

According to the widespread opinion, the leader is an extraordinary person who stands out from the 
others for their "charisma", their skill of oratory and innovativeness. They win the liking and favour of the 
surrounding people by showing capabilities, ability and calling in different situations. 

In addition, the leader has other qualities such as leadership with regard to the management of a formal 
or informal group (collective, team, community, etc.). It is characteristic of him that he must be able to 
use different types of power, such as: 

• the position power (when they are a manager) - to be able to manage the organization and lead 
their subordinates in the right direction; 

• the expert power – it is related to their competence in the given field; 

• the information power - it is related to their ability to find and use adequately material, financial 
and human resources to fulfill the task (s); 

• the power of personality – it is linked to the charisma that earns the trust and favour of the others 
who are willing to follow them because they are trustworthy, responsible and know what they are 
doing; [10] 

• the situational power – showing, demonstrating and implementing skills tailored to the current 
situation and most relevant to the specific case. 

Scientific leaders in modern knowledge society should also possess all these skills and competences. 
In this regard, we must take into account that when it comes to leadership, it is about the behaviour that 
the leader demonstrates and their role in the search and generation process and the practical use of 
new knowledge for society. Unlike the cases when the leader is appointed or elected as the head of a 
certain level. Then it should be taken into account that it is only a "supported" formal leadership position 
or a managerial position. 
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2.2 Forming leaders in science 
As we have already pointed out, in a very simple and fragmented way, leadership is an inherent human 
state that is not alien to the people involved in scientific research. Considering the fact that scientific 
activity carries specific features of specific scientific laws, technologies and methodologies, we can 
reasonably suppose that the formation of leaders in science is subject to both the common legal basis, 
the universal moral and ethical norms, and some special rules, organically related to the specific 
scientific knowledge. Here we have to note that, for example, "big scientists" generally work directly for 
themselves and/or for a "relatively" limited group of colleagues who form a research team. In general, 
this mode of work is natural and it fits into the public expectations of the development of science. Within 
each such team, the scientist who leads it is his leader. 

2.3 What it is to be a scientific leader? 
It could not only formally but also essentially be reflected whether there is any difference between the 
notions of "scientific leader" and "leader in science". Without deepening this issue, we will only note that 
it is possible that a "scientific leader" may not only be the best scientist but also the one who is appointed 
as the "best". A leader in science, however, should be a person who has the capacity to lead not only 
one, two, but dozens or even hundreds of scientific teams. He/She must be accountable to the members 
of these teams and to the entire society for the results of their work. In addition, he/she must be able to 
provide the research directions in the relevant scientific fields, seek implementation of the results 
obtained in practice, and conform the scientific development directions and trends both with the 
development of science globally and with its national peculiarities (here we would wish to recall a thought 
by the Chinese President Xi Jinping, who says that science has no geographical boundaries, but 
scientists have a homeland [8]). In this regard, we firmly want to state that there is no Bulgarian, German, 
American, Russian and any other labelled science. Science is one and it is measured with the world's 
achievements in every field. 

3 CONCLUSIONS 
Research dedicated to the formation of scientific leaders in modern information civilization and 
knowledge economics is up to date and significant in terms of addressing important issues related to 
the nature of the organization and management of the processes of searching, generating and 
application of new knowledge.  

The scientific leader and his/her role in these processes represent a relatively new topic of research 
interest and for this reason they need both the collection of empirical data and deeper theoretical 
developments of the problem. Developing leadership skills is one of the 21st century skills where the 
science leader has to define and combine the strengths of others to achieve common goals, involve 
interpersonal skills in the process as well as train and develop other people in the scientific research 
area.[11]   

The formation of leaders in science is a complex process that is comparable to the development of 
science itself. This process is becoming more complex and in accordance with the state of development 
of modern society as well, which appears to be the basis for new social stratification that is not 
dependent on the existing social norms and relations. 
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